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The president’s foreword
In the past year AWW once

Efficiency

again managed to react to the

The implementation of the strategic planning achieved in
2011 was furthermore flanked by a permanent policy of
performance and efficiency improvements. It is AWW’s
firm conviction that despite the favourable results, we
can still develop our strengths even further. It is thereby
also our task always to keep the future in mind.

challenges and the developments
in the water sector in an
outstanding way.
In the past year AWW once again managed to react to the
challenges and the developments in the water sector in an
outstanding way.
AWW hereby proved – taking all of its stakeholders into
account – that it is capable of conducting business in a
strategic, efficient and effective manner. It goes without
saying that proper management in the field of economics,
sustainability and social involvement was at all times
paramount.
The strategic future plan was therefore further
implemented in full:
Industry water company Induss has successfully positioned
itself on the market by constructing an entirely new water
factory in less than a year. This factory produces and
supplies high-quality demineralised water for and to major
companies located in the port area of Antwerp and which
are active in the chemical and petrochemical industry. This
way, Induss has provided an immediate contribution to
anchoring these important economic activities for Flanders
in general and Antwerp in particular.
Within the scope of the structural collaboration of AWW
and TMVW within water-link, there was a focus on achieving
substantial synergies regarding materials, purchases and
shared services, and this led to clear increased returns.
Besides this, the further optimisation of the Aquaduct
project was an important point on the agenda, whereby
more than 20 million m³ of extra water can be supplied from
2018. In the first instance to our water-link partner TMVW,
but then also to other water companies in the future.

This is why ‘efficiency’ is the key word more than ever.
Working more efficiently means better performance,
which leads to more productivity, more profitability and
also a better service. Thus in 2011 AWW made great
efforts to raise efficiency to an even higher level.
Out of enthusiasm as well as respect for all of our
stakeholders, in this foreword I would like to stress this
drive for efficiency by providing a look ahead to 2012.
We took the first step in further digitising our water
distribution at the start of January 2012, and our work
teams have finally put an end to paper assignments
and switched over the mobile computers. This project
will be increasingly deepened over the course of 2012,
which means we will be able to take huge steps in
efficiency. This will result in improved communication
with customers, the reduction of administrative tasks,
managing our field workers even more efficiently
through swifter communication with them, increasing the
quality of data and the flow of information.
But back to 2011, the year we are currently building on
further. Despite the economic context, the diligence
and involvement of all employees resulted in an overall
turnover of 173,240,320 euros and a result
of 23,404,548 euros.
This final balance for 2011 makes it possible to pay
shareholders, to allow the staff to share in the result
and to reserve resources for important strategic
investments that will further safeguard the future of
the company.

Regarding the sanitation assignments entrusted by
the partners, rio-link Antwerp has made a fresh start in
realising its investment and operational programmes.
Of course, constantly complying with AWW’s social duty to
supply everyday drinking water that meets the applicable
quality requirements at a reasonable price was also the
company’s main concern in 2011.
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Key figures
Key figures

2011

2010

Number of residents in area served

634 121

596 259

Number of drinking water customers

175 644

167 226

Number of water sanitation customers

223 823

223 218

Number of new sewerage connections

486

427

Number of new drinking water connections

943

538

Number of sanitised lead connections

3012

3 801

Rate per m3 domestic use

1,4052

1,4052

Total volume produced in m3

138 186 150

142 113 609

Average daily volume in m3

373 640

401 383

Highest daily volume in m3

428 943

495 125

Deliveries invoiced residential

33 266 956

33 622 073

Deliveries invoiced industry

57 243 950

66 781 993

(Pidpa, VMW, TMVW, Evides)

44 633 075

42 772 825

Total volume invoiced

135 143 980

143 176 891

Length of piping network in km

2 450

2 444

Number of employees

472

480

Number of recruitments

14

28

Customers

Water deliveries

Deliveries invoiced other water companies

Staff
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Auditor Report
The auditor’s report to the
general meeting of shareholders
of the Official Representative
Association Antwerp Waterworks
concerning the annual accounts
over the financial year ending on
31 December 2011.
In accordance with the legal and statutory provisions,
we present this report to you within the scope of the
mandate of auditor. This report contains our judgment
of the true picture of the annual account as well as the
required additional statements and information.

Declaration on the annual
accounts without reservation
We have performed the examination of the annual
account over the financial year ending on 31 December
2011, compiled on the basis of accountancy reference
system applicable in Belgium, with a balance total of EUR
319,169,850.91, of which the results account closes with
a profit for the financial year of EUR 23,404,547.52.

It is our responsibility to express a judgment concerning
this annual account based on our audit. We have
performed our audit in accordance with the legal
provisions and according to the auditing standards
applicable to Belgium, as issued by the Institute of
Company Auditors. These auditing standards require
that our audits are organised and performed in such
a way that a reasonable degree of certainty can be
achieved that the annual account contains no deviations
of material interest resulting from fraud or from errors
being made.
In accordance with the abovementioned auditing
standards, we have taken into account the company’s
administrative and accounting organisation, as well as
its internal monitoring procedures. We have acquired the
clarifications and explanations required for our checks
from the persons responsible at the company and its
management. We have investigated the accountability
of the amounts included in the annual accounts based
on random checks. We have assessed the soundness of
the evaluation regulations, the reasonableness of the
significant estimates made by the company, as well as
the presentation of the annual account as a whole. We
are of the opinion that these activities form a reasonable
basis for issuing our judgment.
In our judgment, the annual account closing on 31
December 2011 presents a true picture of the company’s
capital, financial situation and results, in accordance with
the accounting reference system applicable in Belgium.

It is the responsibility of the management to compile
this annual account, and this responsibility includes
among other things setting up, implementing and
maintaining internal monitoring in relation to compiling
a true presentation of the annual account that contains
no deviations of material interest as a result of fraud
or error; choosing and applying suitable evaluation
regulations; and performing estimates that are
reasonable under the given circumstances.
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Additional statements
and information
Drafting the annual report and its contents, as well as
company observing the Company Code and statues, fall
under the responsibility of the management.
It is our responsibility to include the following additional
statements and information that are not of such a nature
so as to alter the scope of the declaration on the annual
account.
• The recalculation of the pension obligations, in
relation to setting up an independent pension fund in
2011, resulted in significant additional amounts to
be provided. In accordance with FSMA regulations,
the official representative association will reduce
the existing deficit over a period that ends in 2030.
Details of the obligation not provided for are provided
in the explanation.
• The annual report deals with the information required
by law and corresponds with the annual account.
However, we cannot make any declaration on the
description of the principal risks and uncertainties
that the company faces, as well as its position, its
unforeseen evolution or the substantial influence of
certain facts on its future development. We can also
confirm that the data provided does not display any
unmistakable inconsistencies with the information at
our disposal within the scope of our mandate.
• Without prejudice to formal aspects of secondary
importance, the accounting was performed in
accordance with the legal and administrative
regulations applicable in Belgium.
• We do not report any transactions or decisions that
were made or taken in violation of the statutes of the
Company Code. The processing of the results that is
presented to the general meeting corresponds with
the legal and statutory provisions.
Antwerp, 24 April 2012
PKF Bedrijfsrevisoren CVBA
Auditor
Represented by
Paul De Weerdt
Company Auditor
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Vision
Long-term vision:
expanding deliveries
through Aquaduct
Thinking ahead is making the future safe. In various
‘think ahead projects’, AWW is working on its capacity for
producing and delivering more water in the long term.
Aquaduct is a project such as this, which thinks ahead.

Aquaduct
AWW, TMVW and VMW (“Flemish Company for Water
Provision”) launched the Aquaduct project at the end of
2010 in order to jointly further expand water deliveries in
Flanders. The reason for this is that deliveries to TMVW
from Brussels are ending in 2019.
The project is being further elaborated under the name
Aquaduct 2, which should result in additional water
deliveries. For this reason, in the next few years a ring of
supply lines is being created in Flanders, equipped with
the necessary reservoirs and pumping stations.
The production centres in Walem (Rumst) and Kluizen will
deliver to this infrastructure.
The realisation of the different components of this
project (estimated at an investment of 170 million euros)
is in full preparation. The licence for the important
Walem-Tisselt pipe was thus acquired, and the real estate
purchase and the design of this are underway. This also
applies for the Asse-Opwijk, Drogenbos-Beersel and
Kluizen-Merendree pipes.
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Reinforcing our assets

Capacity
Approach to Walem in 2 phases
Within the scope of the Aquaduct project, the classic
southern line production will be completely renewed.
In an initial phase, from September 2012 construction
of a new pumping station in Walem will commence. After
fitting the required connection pipes, this pumping
station should allow the flow-rate from Walem to TMVW
to increase up to a peak capacity of 165,000 m³ a day. Six
new pumps are to be installed in the pumping station for
this purpose. Everything has to be in working order by
September 2013.
In a second phase, a new production unit with a capacity
of 150,000 m³ a day will be constructed in Walem, which
will replace the existing classic line. The new factory –
flotation, double-layer filtration, active coal filtration
followed by UV disinfection – mean that AWW will
possess production capacity sufficient for supplying its
partners with the highest quality water.
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Surface water:
the River Maas as source
Reliable source of untreated
water with reservoirs
AWW uses surface water originating from the River Maas
and tributary rivers for producing drinking water.
This water from the Maas is directed through the Albert
Canal and the Nete Canal to the North (Oelegem) and
South (Notmeir-Walem) production centres for further
treatment into drinking water.
By using this river water and together with the reserves
available in the different reservoirs (Broechem, LierDufferl, Eekhoven), AWW has reliable untreated water at
its disposal and potential dry periods or emergences can
always be accommodated.
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UV treatment

Lab

Extending the UV installation

Constant analysis

As supplementary protection of the drinking water,
AWW has decided to extend its production lines with
UV disinfection. This treatment offers additional safety
in relation to the potential presence of microorganisms
in the water.

Producing safe drinking water means that not only
must the initial product (water from the Maas) be of a
good basic quality, but it must also undergo the correct
treatments. Both issues are therefore constantly
being monitored. The laboratory analyses drinking and
surface water against a large number (more than 300!)
of parameters and performs these checks under the
strictest of quality requirements, including accreditation
and approval.

At present the UV installation is already in use on
the rapid North and South lines. The classic North line
will also be equipped with UV by the end of 2012.
This means that the entire drinking water production in
the production centre in Oelegem will be equipped with
UV disinfection.

Purchase of LC-HR
Mass Spectrometer
However, an increasing number of new substances are
being found in the surface water including pesticides,
medicines or hormone-disrupting substances. In order
to raise the high-tech lab to an even higher level, and
also to analyse these new threats and where necessary
intervene, it was thus decided to purchase a new and
unique device – a so-called Liquid Chromatograph-High
Resolution Mass Spectrometer (LC-HR MS).
This spectrometer should allow AWW to set up an early
warning system in combination with the already existing
equipment. This system should alert us should any new
discharge occur in the Albert Canal. Moreover, with a
system such as this AWW can also trace the sources of
the contamination. This means that AWW also assists the
Flemish Water Company (VMM), so that we can continue
to provide safe drinking water.
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Human resources
Productivity rewards
Things are going well for AWW, and every employee
can benefit from this. A productivity premium was
introduced in 2011, a premium that is every year linked
to achieving five specific objectives.

The objectives that were formulated were, in very
specific terms, an increase of the productivity of
distribution, an increase of the productivity of
production, achieving new contracts for additional
deliveries, a reduction of the number of work accidents
and a decrease in absenteeism.

The most important reason for introducing this premium
is that jointly striving toward enhanced performance
of the organisation contributes to the culture change
already instigated in recent years. After all, AWW no
longer finds itself in a comfortable monopoly position,
and this has a number of consequences.

The basic condition – that AWW achieves sufficient profit
– was achieved with flying colours, and this meant that
the maximum budget for the productivity premium could
be released. Apart from absenteeism (the objective of
which was partially achieved), four of the five objectives
were reached.

Jointly striving for enhanced performance, whereby
an appealing financial extra is within everyone’s reach,
can remedy this.
It is important that the objectives are challenging
enough and at the same time also realistic
and attainable.

This resulted in a successful start to this new incentive
for working toward an increasingly
stronger organisation.
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Experience and knowhow
Expertise regarding
management
and intervention
AWW’s rich history has provided a considerable learning
curve, and 130 years of experience with water works
therefore results in unparalleled knowhow. At the same
time, we realise that in a company with a long tradition
there is also the risk that thing happen ‘because that’s
how it’s always been done’. For this reason, an audit was
performed in order to examine our methods critically
and, where necessary, to adjust them.

Suikerrui incident
resolved in record time
AWW’s knowhow can best be illustrated with a specific
example. On Sunday 20 November 2011 at 3.17 pm,
the dispatching switchboard in Notmeir (Duffel) received
the report of a burst pipe at Antwerp’s Schelde quayside
at the Suikerrui. The DN600 supply pipe had burst,
meaning that masses of water were leaking out.
Intervention from the AWW engineers was particularly
swift and prevented things getting worse: at 3.40 pm the
pipe was completely sealed. A repair time of 4 days had
been predicted.
Since the imminent Christmas market would otherwise
be compromised, AWW did its utmost in order to reduce
the repair time. Thanks to the combination of experience,
knowhow and diligence of a team of around 7 people
who worked through almost day and night, AWW was
already able to release the junction for road repairs
on Tuesday evening.
Moreover, AWW received congratulations from
the mayor’s office: one of the City of Antwerp’s
most important events has been saved.

Collaboration
Central dispatching for
water-link

Water-link
purchasing office

The elaboration of central dispatching is one of the fine
synergy projects in the further extension of water-link,
the partnership with which AWW set up together with
TMVW in order to boost further the already intense
collaboration, and this was therefore accomplished
in 2011. AWW thus now oversees control of both the
entire TMVW network and its own distribution network
24/7 from AWW’s own central control room in Notmeir.
The entire Notmeir-Walem production has already been
controlled from here for some time, and now the Induss
factories are likewise managed from here.

A central order office was set up in 2011 to attend to
sales for AWW and TMVW (where synergy effects are
possible), water-link, rio-link and Induss. AWW hereby
acts as a pilot in the water-link purchasing events.
Furthermore, a new order procedure was developed in
which all purchases become ‘water-link purchases’, and
the approval process passes through the management
and the Board of Directors. However, reporting to AWW’s
management bodies is still respected.
Thanks to this method, a great number of synergy
benefits in terms of purchases were achieved in 2011,
and the savings this made amounted to around 900,000
euros in 2011.
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Induss
One year on: A company
in full swing

Induss II:
Extension of cluster

Induss was founded as a subsidiary of water-link in 2010,
with the task of providing a focused, sustainable and
economically responsible interpretation to industry
questions relating to water management. Since that
start, Induss now has a running water factory and
supplies not only demineralised water (demi-water)
but also steam.

The Induss II cluster in Ghent was extended with a new
customer, Air Products, in July 2011.
Induss also invested in new membranes in order to
increase the performance of the production site.

Opening Induss I: Among
the largest demi-water
factories in Europe
Specifically, over the course of October 2010
construction commenced on the demi-water factory
Induss I on the Scheldelaan in Antwerp’s port area.
Induss I is dedicated to producing demineralised water
and supplying this to the surrounding (petro) chemical
companies. What appeared to be an impossible task
was accomplished in less than a year: on 1 April 2011
the distribution network was officially activated, on
1 August Induss I was fully operational in order to be
officially turned on my the Flemish minister president
Kris Peeters on 22 September. Induss I is one of the
largest demi-water factories in Europe. It is clear that
with this, AWW/water-link now has an outstanding
business card for also offering its expertise elsewhere
in the world.

Induss III:
Steam and demi-water unit
The growth of Induss in Belgium had a successful start
in every respect. Induss III is thus a customised solution
for the Ghent site of the multinational Solutia and a
neighbouring company. Induss II practically embraces
the customised construction of two semi-mobile
installations, one for steam, and one for demineralised
water at an adjacent location. This is a total package
according to the principle DBFO (design, build, finance
& operate). With this formula of ‘design, build, finance &
operate’, Induss is able to design, construct and finance,
as well as maintain, the Induss III project. All of the
installations – in redundant implementation – were built
in containers.

The facts & figures of Induss III illustrate the strong
return on investment that Induss can expect:
• Delivery of 2 qualities of demi water
(production through membrane technology)
and steam to 16 bar (production through generators)
• Delivery to 2 industrial customers with
the following volumes:
-- 125,000 m³/ year demi-water < 20 µS/cm
-- 15,000 m³/year demi-water < 0,2 µS/cm
-- 52,000 ton/year of steam

Induss San
Induss mainly plays a role with ingoing flows,
but there are considerable changes in this respect.
The water becomes contaminated during the operational
processes, and this means that water purification is also
required. Moreover, Induss can also re-use this water at
a later phase. Induss also wants to play a role in these
processes with the project Induss San, a collaboration
between Induss and Purazur.

Mobile solutions
Induss increasingly proposed the concept of building
complete water-treatment installations in containers to
its international customers for locations where there
is little space, or where it is difficult to erect a fixed
installation. The experienced gained has grown into one
reference: besides using containers for Induss III, mobile
installations were already employed at the start of the
Induss network at the Scheldelaan.
In this way, Induss boats an excellent proposition with
which it can produce high-quality demineralised water
on site at the customer. Other advantages are that the
mobile installations that Induss has had since February
2011 can provide additional capacity and safety
compared with fixed installations. The procedure is
also straightforward: by assembling the installation in
containers, only the required connections have to be
created at the customer’s site.
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Rio-link
Structure
2011 was the year in which rio-link (set up by water-link
as a target company for sewerage management) took
further shape and was introduced to the municipalities.
In March, Aquafin joined rio-link through the acquisition
of 1/3rd of its shares, with the remaining shares
remaining in the hands of water-link. In this way, the
existing collaboration between AWW and Aquafin (under
the name RI-ANT) could be further enhanced.
Operationally, rio-link works with two business units
whereby the Antwerp business unit takes care of
sewerage management for AWW’s sanitation partners,
and the Ghent business unit sees to the sewerage
management for TMVW’s sanitation partners.
Thanks to this structure, rio-link can on the one
hand fully respect the existing agreements with the
municipalities, and on the other hand knowhow and
experience can be exchanged between partners at
management level through collaboration.

Introduction
to sanitation partners
In the autumn, rio-link was introduced to AWW’s
sanitation partners (the previous RI-ANT municipalities),
and a communication to citizens through the municipal
information publications was commenced.
Other than a few optimisations and the operational
activities in the field, the service remained unchanged.

Gradually, rio-link became more and more visible on
the street. Besides the service vehicles – equipped
with the rio-link logo –information boards with rio-link
investment projects will soon also start to appear.

2011 Results
2011 was also an extremely active year for rio-link on
an operational level. Never before were so many repairs
to connections and sewerage infrastructure carried
out – of course, last year’s harsh winter had a lot to do
with this.
The number of investment projects also reached a peak.
At the end of 2011 there were 78 investment projects
underway and 24 projects in the tendering phase. Since
the rio-link works are as far as possible synchronised
with the municipal plans for roadwork activities, this is
partly associated with the traditional investment peak at
the end of the municipal legislatures.
Furthermore, the number of projects initiated by rio-link
from the structural renewal programme or whereby
sewerage piping still lacking is laid.
Rio-link retains unchanged its focus on a clear vision
in the field of expanding the maintenance of the
municipal sewerage systems, and this means that for
most municipalities not only has a sewerage database
been set up, but a hydraulic model (that simulates the
operation of the existing system and indicates how
blockages should be removed) and a structural study are
also available.
On the basis of these studies, the future investment
projects are defined and the maintenance programme
is managed. Recent examples of major subsidence as a
result of worn-out sewers made headlines in the national
press, and once again indicate how important it is to
continue investing sufficiently in the existing system.
This makes the challenge of also further maximising
the existing resources in the future and thus to spend
as efficiently as possible increasingly clear. It is in
everyone’s interest to keep the invisible underground
heritage as good a state as possible.
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AWW in the world
Protos

Other campaigns

PROTOS’s operations are heavily engaged in the
importance of water in developing countries.

However, initiatives engaged in can also start with
employees, and AWW fully supports this. A team of
volunteers thus set up various activities for Music for
Life, and the move of the head office meant that various
pieces of old furniture could be sold for a good cause.
The “Up against Cancer” campaign was also supported.

The collaboration between Protos and AWW was boosted
even further in 2011.
AWW has been supporting a PROTOS programme in
two districts in Mali’s capital city Bamako since 2008.
This involvement has been in line with a broader
collaboration with the VMM (“Flemish Environment
Society”) and the Flemish Government (with the “Flemish
Partnership Water for Development”). That same year,
two autonomous small drinking water systems are
constructed in the districts of Kalabambougou and
Sibiribougou, which provide 4,800 residents with access
to healthy clean drinking water. Pure ground water is
pumped up with pumps powered by solar energy, and a
water tower consisting of 2 storage tanks ensures there
is sufficient pressure and flow at the different public
water wells in these districts.
In 2011 there was further work on the structuring of the
local drinking water committees that see to managing
and maintaining the systems, since PROTOS also wants
the districts it works with to include their own coresponsibility in this.
Thus in 2011 feasibility, social and technical studies were
instigated so that in the first half of 2012 construction
of a new drinking water system could commence and
the existing systems can be extended. There was also
and still is investment in mini-sewerage systems for
wastewater collection.
AWW is looking forward to this integral approach,
whereby the local governments are also assigned a
clear task and whereby a clear vision can be developed;
these investments thus also fit in with the municipal
development plans for water and sanitation in the
2011-2012 period.
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About AWW
Who are we?

What do we do?

AWW – founded in 1881 under the name ‘Antwerp
Waterworks’ – celebrated its 130th birthday in 2011.
At the same time, AWW is more dynamic than ever:
it has strongly focused on opportunities and diversified
its activities.

In 2011 AWW produced and delivered around 135 million
cubic meters (m³) of water, the equivalent of 135 billion
litres. Of this, 57 million m³ went to industry, 45 million
m³ to other Flemish and Dutch drinking water companies
and 33 million m³ to residents in the Antwerp region.

AWW is thus now also actively supplying drinking water
to other water companies including Pidpa (“Provincial
and Inter-communal Drinking Water Company of the
Province of Antwerp”), VMW (“Flemish Company for Water
Provision”), TMVW (“Flemish Inter-Municipal Company for
Water Provision”) and Dutch company Evides.

AWW also offers its ‘water expertise’ within the context
of industry. Through Induss, AWW meets industry’s
demand for managing their water cycle in a professional,
sustainable and economically sound manner.

Furthermore, the hyper-competitive market for
supplying customised water services to major industrial
customers is also being served successfully.

Though rio-link, together with Aquafin and TMVW, AWW
manages the sewerage network in the cities of Antwerp
and Mortsel and in the municipalities of Aartselaar,
Boechout, Edegem, Hove, Hemiksem, Kapellen,
Brasschaat, Schoten, Kontich, Kalmthout and Ranst.

Of course, AWW still remains the water company that
provides water to both the residents of greater Antwerp
and surrounding areas and the industrial area at the port
of Antwerp.
AWW has thus grown into one of the most important
water producers in the Benelux.
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What is AWW active in?

Water supply (AWW)
Sewerage management (RI-ANT)
Combination of water supply/sewerage management (AWW & RI-ANT)
Water services for industry

Kalmthout

ANTW _ 2040
Kapellen

Doel
Brasschaat

Kieldrecht
Ekeren
ANTW _ 2030
Kallo

Schoten

Verrebroek

Merksem

Zwijndrecht

ANTW _ 2060

ANTW _ 2050

ANTW _ 2000

Melsele

Burcht
Hoboken

Oelegem

Deurne
Borgerhout

ANTW _ 2018

ANTW _ 2020

Ranst

Berchem

Broechem
Hoboken

Vremde

Mortsel
Wilrijk

Boechout

Emblem

Edegem
Hove

Hemiksem
Aartselaar

Kontich

Waarloos
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Organisation Structure

Ondeo
Industrial Solutions

AWW

50%

50%

BIWS

public limited company

TMVW

49,9%

49,9%

water-link

100%

Induss

67%

public limited company

Water-link forms the structural collaboration between
AWW and TMVW with the aim of organising the execution
of AWW and TMVW’s integral water management as
effectively and efficiently as possible
• In an initial phase, where possible synergies and
economies of scale will be used and shared services
instigated, and in relation to Aquaduct the joint
production and transport facilities will be optimally
coordinated and utilised.
• In a second phase, water-link will function as an
umbrella structure and shared-service centre for the
group’s entities.

cooperative company
with limited liability

33%

AQF

rio-link

public limited company

Our mission statement
AWW is an integral water company that aims to grow by
offering total solutions for supplying and treating water.
AWW furthermore wishes to operate with respect for the
balance between economic and social interests.

Induss is the commercial subsidiary of water-link
that takes care of the complete water management
of industrial customers in the competitive industrial
water market.
• For this purpose, Induss has already constructed
water-production plants in the port areas of Antwerp
and Ghent.
Rio-link is water-link’s sanitation subsidiary, which
is responsible for the operational investment and
functional activities for performing AWW and TMVW’s
sanitation duties, in partnership with Aquafin.
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Strategic priorities
= specific actions
A strategy also has to be executed tactically,
step by step with specific actions.
Within our mission, the focus thus lies
on four strategic priorities:
1. Collaborating with water companies
(water-link):
-- Achieving up-scaling for supporting services
-- Standardising materials and joint order centre
for purchases
-- Collaborating for extending IT solutions
-- Harmonising customer processes (price structure,
invoicing, printing)
2. Developing new products and services:
• Extending sewerage (rio-link)
-- Increasing productivity of own teams
-- Using resources available for investing
-- Further standardising services
• Extending industrial services (Induss)
-- Investing in reliability/continuity at AWW
-- Optimising and further extending Induss I
-- Further elaborating Induss concept
-- Developing new projects on a local
and international level

AWW Annual Report 2011

3. Expanding water deliveries:
Aquaduct:
• Start construction of pumping station in the South
production centre (Walem) in 2012
• New production line in the South production centre
(Walem) (starts in 2014)
• Support with licences, purchase of real estate and
laying pipes
• Making possible extra deliveries in the short term
Evides/Nederland:
Opportunities for extra deliveries to Zeeland
VMW:
Opportunities for extra deliveries to VMW in Flemish
Brabant and East Flanders
4. Increasing our efficiency:
• Reducing purchase costs
-- Swifter collections (WSI software support)
-- Reducing calls to customer contact centre
De Stroomlijn
-- Working more digitally and less on paper
• Increasing productivity of field staff
-- Optimising work preparation and planning
-- Optimising working arrangements
-- Introducing mobile applications (MOKA)
• Increasing production productivity
-- Optimising maintenance planning
-- Making it possible to reserve materials
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Contact Information
AWW
Reg. 02/06/03
Burg. Ven. A65
Company number: 0204.923.881
Legal Form: Official Representative Association
Production of drinking water: certified according to ISO 9000
Laboratory: recognised and accredited according to EN 17025
Head office
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerp
fax 03 244 05 99
info.antwerpen@water-link.be
www.water-link.be
All queries
Klantencontactcenter: tel. 078 35 35 09
klant.aww@water-link.be
On weekdays from 8 am 8 pm,
and on Saturdays from 9 am 1 pm
For emergency intervention
On call duty: tel. 03 244 05 44
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Rio-link
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerpen
tel. 078 35 35 09
klant.aww@rio-link.be
www.rio-link.be
Induss
Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerp
tel. 03 609 01 60
www.induss.eu
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